
ESSAY ON SCIENCE AS A BANE

Check out our essay example on Science is a Boon Or Bane to start writing!.

Wright brothers invented flight. Science is boon as well as bane. Related Articles:. But this very gift is a
poison for a greater part of mankind. Wilson G. Modern warfare is destructive beyond the wildest dreams of
our unscientific predecessors. Accessed September 26,  He loved his neighbours and respected his elders.
Science has, no doubt, made it possible to produce things in great quantities. I have a one Dog and Buffalo
both color is black I watched one advertisement now new fair and Handsome come in get fairness in 7 Days.
We have found many devices to forces things. It has been giving him everything he needed. This pollution
cause harmful diseases. Our lifestyle, our working, our entertainment, our attitude have all been influenced by
it. It has broken up the established institutins. The basic aim of Science is to look for reality and to find those
factors, formally uncommon. Industrialization Technology has contributed to the growth of industries or to the
process of production. Aeroplanes in war act as engines of mass destruction. The curse that was bestowed
upon Ella could never happen in real life under any circumstance. The knowledge of isotopes, the discovery of
radioactivity, the discovery of fission, have all led to technological advances and added to our comforts. It
makes the crop cultivation becomes easier and need less space. Whenever there are boon, there are always
bane. In this way, we are able to take the precautionary measures. Harry Potter is not of the devil, and J. Essay
Topic: Depend Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! There was enough food for all. There are
many wonders of science. Cellphones are modified forms of computers which are utilized mainly for
communication that have rapidly spread throughout the world in less than 20 years. Do you agree? For every
thing he is depending on the machines from washing their clothes to cleaning their houses. We know that the
older generation breathe in clean air with no pollution and they didn't have strange diseases like cancers,
diabetes, stroke which we have now. The Industrial Revolution of 18th century led to the unprecedented. New
York,: A. Now the lasting conclusion is modern science has given a man the deadliest of weapons without any
restraints. Even pens, pencils and paper, which is a science products, improve our life by writing our thought
in a practical way. Fast means of transport like aeroplane, and other vehicles have made the world a global
village. It is a branch of knowledge which deals the matter only. One can compare the advancement of the
nation to that of civilization. Science also worked for plant life as well and now we have enough food for all.
A bifurcation would result in different political parties in power in the provinces where the foreign firm exist,
and this could result to be a bane or a boon for the organization. It is possible for everyone to save himself
from the odds. It all depends on how a person uses the technology. The highest invention of human till now is
developing human parts using stem cells.


